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Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
RT @OTalk_: One hour warning for tonights #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55. Make a drink, check out the blog below & get ready to…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
On my way home from dog training with this one, making the wife drive so I can try to join in with tonight's #OTalk https://t.co/VUWNQDx8iS

#OTalk @OTalk_
Its 8pm, so it #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is about CPD during CV19. Super handy as those @The_HCPC are still rolling out. Our hosts for tonight are
@NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55 & your support on the @OTalk_ account is @Kirstie_OT. Give us a hello if youre joining in tonight. https://t.co/iPxQ6AlhlP

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@OTalk_ @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @Kirstie_OT Hi everyone!! #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Delighted to be hosting tonight’s #Otalk with my colleague @annekeen55. Really looking forward to spending the next hour discussing CPD with you all
https://t.co/WrcQOqcsLv

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
Hello! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello! #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
Lurking tonight #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Some #OTalk housekeeping & a few things to keep in mind. Please remember that your codes of practice apply online as they do in practice. Be respectful, listen, share,
learn & enjoy. https://t.co/paYDkoqSeX

#OTalk @OTalk_
Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets/replies that way everyone can see them in the chat & follow along, engage & learn. https://t.co/jxnCrkffZG

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Lots to get through so lets' kick off with the first question: Q.1 Can you share with us examples of non-formal activities you have engaged in over the past two years which
have helped you to learn and develop in your professional role? #Otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 @Kirstie_OT #OTalk hoping to join in as much as I can do while multi tasking. Have been look forward to this
all week!

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@OTalk_ Got to say I'm loving the carebears @Kirstie_OT #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Right, lets hand over to @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55 to kick off tonights #OTalk with Question 1.
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT Q1. Since I am teaching in a leadership class for an MSOT program in the USA, I will say participating in #leaderschat for the last few months has
expanded my horizons. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Amie_OT @Kirstie_OT Thanking you #  #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Question 1:Can you share with us examples of non-formal activities you have engaged in over the past two years which have helped you to learn and develop in your
professional role? #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1… #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
@OTalk_ @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 @Kirstie_OT If we are going care bare themed tonight you might want to see the latest @SnagTights
https://t.co/z6aUAVPIdP #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: @OTalk_ @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 @Kirstie_OT If we are going care bare themed tonight you might want to see the l…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT I've been trying to keep a bit of a reflection log, just of things to look back on, I've been asking more questions from colleagues and been reading a lot,
some articles and some books written by people with lived experiences of dementia #otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 @Kirstie_OT Hello #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Lots to get through so lets' kick off with the first question: Q.1 Can you share with us examples of non-formal activi…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@OT_rach @OTalk_ @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 @Kirstie_OT @SnagTights Thank you %  #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT 1) Not sure what counts as informal to be honest. I have had a 3rd year student so a lot of learning through that process. I have also set up a weekly
learning support session for OTs or students to share their knowledge with the students. #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT The support sessions sound really interesting are these in person or via teams? #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT 1) Not sure what counts as informal to be honest. I have had a 3rd year student so a lot of learning throug…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@Amie_OT Sometimes asking questions, and those incidental chats you have with colleagues can lead to some really good reflections and thought provoking
discussions #Otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT As well, I have been reading lots of books, resources, and attending #OTalk sessions. I basically just allow my inner nerd to run wild, then try to
document it as often as possible.

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT I was in a very nurse led team, it was great to have discussions from a different perspective and really learn from others. It's great to understand
different professional views and how we can all work together #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@NikkiDanielsOT *cough* #OTalk *cough*
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: @Amie_OT Sometimes asking questions, and those incidental chats you have with colleagues can lead to some really good r…

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT I have two children under the age of 3 so I've definitely been able to apply some patience and learning how to take deep breaths. Comes in useful at
work & '  #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT @Amie_OT Definitely. I learn a lot from speaking with other occupational therapist #OTalk

Blkhwk0ps Servicios Digitales @BlkHwk0ps
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT I have two children under the age of 3 so I've definitely been able to apply some patience and learnin…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT @Amie_OT true- #leaderschat had brought up some thought provoking topics... with many actually applied to what many OT students and practitioners
are trying to master in leadership. #otalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@RebeccaCus Good point Rebecca. I think when we were thinking of the questions, we were thinking about activities other than 'courses' #Otalk Students open up so
many opportunities for professional development

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@NikkiDanielsOT #OTalk I think technology has been a huge help for the specialist section who have provided a vast amount of learning opportunities for us to learn.
This has made it easy to access, learn as well as reduce financial implication that would restrict access

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk great examples (

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @NikkiDanielsOT #OTalk I think technology has been a huge help for the specialist section who have provided a vast amount…

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: @NikkiDanielsOT *cough* #OTalk *cough*

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT I have learned a lot via Twitter too #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Great to hear the range of CPD activities you have all engaged in. Q. 2 Have the events of the past 18 months offered new or different CPD activities which have
contributed to your learning and development? Can you share examples? #Otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT They are in person. So far we have had: Theory into practice Reflective Practice Sensory - Base knowledge, spiders, ladders and today
my student @Sade_OT led a session on Motivational Interviewing! #OTalk https://t.co/IciTO9uJuq

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Great to hear the range of CPD activities you have all engaged in. Q. 2 Have the events of the past 18 months offered…

Anne Keen @annekeen55
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @NikkiDanielsOT #OTalk I think technology has been a huge help for the specialist section who have provided a vast amount…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Technology has definitely been a facilitator for many. Please do share any other examples #OTalk

Heather @TweetH21
@OTalk_ #OTalk I've completed 'reflections' on various non-formal activities
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT A2. I brought it up so many times in recent months. Organizing virtual TEDx events has helped me understand some nuances in #otadvocacy

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT I have been on so many webinars, it's incredible! The pay-what-you-can or free resources has been invaluable and I think allowed a lot more people
the opportunities to get involved with learning! #OTalk (looking at u @eventbrite " )

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT I took my first OT student since starting work at RCOT, and it was totally virtual due to the pandemic. I learned so much hosting a virtual placement
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT I have been on so many webinars, it's incredible! The pay-what-you-can or free resources has been invaluabl…

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT I love the fact that digital working has flourished over the last 18 months but equally, I learn best in a classroom having face: face discussion with
colleagues. I really struggle to learn from a screen and being so sedintentary /1 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Technology has definitely been a facilitator for many. Please do share any other examples #OTalk https://t.co/NrmnmshhBA

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT And I think the recent @DisruptOT conference was a great example, too! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT I love the fact that digital working has flourished over the last 18 months but equally, I learn best…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @annekeen55: @NikkiDanielsOT I took my first OT student since starting work at RCOT, and it was totally virtual due to the pandemic. I…

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT )  #otalk of course some OTalk, from my preceptive, I haven’t officially practiced due to ill health, but when had the energy blogged about
my experience and related it to what I had learn that might improve my practise. Presented at a virtual conference, read a few blogs, 1/2

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Another technology based example #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: @OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT )  #otalk of course some OTalk, from my preceptive, I haven’t officially practiced due to ill health, b…

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT On the plus side, Digital CPD has opened up a lot of opportunities that I wouldn't have had chance to engage in before because of the travel etc so I
find that CPD activities are more accessible #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT On the plus side, Digital CPD has opened up a lot of opportunities that I wouldn't have had chance to…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@annekeen55 @NikkiDanielsOT That's so hard! Our students have had to isolate at various points and it was a real challenge. I took to calling my student in the
mornings to make a plan of action. I was very lucky that my student was so independent in her learning and willing to plunge into anything! #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT I was so fortunate to have such a strong student #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KatrinaBaldryOT @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 @Kirstie_OT Hi Katrina, great to have you with us, dont forget to include the #OTalk hashtag in your
tweets so people can see them & enagage with you *

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT Interesting- I find myself presenting at a few out of state conferences within the USA. But, I have been saving up in terms of
attending such conferences because I foresee 2022 will be quite a splurge for me spending wise, especially w/ COVID now an additional factor. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2… #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @annekeen55 @NikkiDanielsOT That's so hard! Our students have had to isolate at various points and it was a real challenge.…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Lots of great examples of how technology has been used Q. 3 Can you share with us what works for you? So, what motivates or enables you to engage in specific CPD
activities? #Otalk

OT_Expert✨ ,  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Question 1:Can you share with us examples of non-formal activities you have engaged in over the past two years which ha…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT Absolutely agree! Nothing beats the natural flow of conversation and the ability to learn from others and network with other
professionals. I think there is space for digital learning moving forward but I would like to do some sessions in person too! #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT It gave me time to think more about what I wanted to learn and to find things for myself rather than joining online courses because 'I could'. It helped
me to prioritise my learning #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3… #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@BillWongOT @NikkiDanielsOT I'm intrigued to see how conferences continue going forward. I personally would prefer face: face (and there are occasions where 'in
person' is best) but can appreciate the pros of doing it virtually #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Engaged in online, CPD events, read OTnews, worked along side OT staff in my own recovery. Have created own outcome measure. 
to problem solve when hit barrier, but been open to help. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT A3. Actually the reason I am organizing 3 TEDx events this year is to provide a feasibility report to my uni whenever they are interested to hold such
events again. I need to objectively tell them whether the admin's ambitions are reasonable to achieve. #otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@NikkiDanielsOT I have started a community of practice group in the pandemic as well as help others access #cpd learning opportunities #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@lizziejbailey Really interesting Lizzie, I am sure there was lots of personal development and service level development here. Would be interested to hear how you
evidence or capture the effects of these developments #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT I agreed- there is a place for digital CPD however sometimes you need the face: face and 'in person'. Careful consideration of the end
goal is required #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT As an insider on AOTA conferences (since I regularly meet an AOTA staff who knows a lot of things within AOTA due to my AOTA
role), I have heard they are going hybrid moving forward. #otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT I'm motivated by wanting to improve patient experience. When covid hit, our face to face groups stopped so I spent a lot of time researching how to
take these virtually or have carers do groups with their loved ones at home so that they wouldn't miss out on valuable groups #otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT I'm always saying in the office 'I'm getting my geek on' when I find interesting articles to read or start talking of recent research. Haven't
been as active with #otalk recently but I'm trying to change that :)

#OTalk @OTalk_
@DobboEm @The_HCPC @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 @Kirstie_OT Hi Em, great to have you with us. Dont forget to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets,
that way people will see them & be able to engage with you. *  hope you enjoy your holidayz

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@NikkiDanielsOT @OTalk_ #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT However, even this year- in the USA in its state fall OT conferences, there are mixed approaches! Some choose in person. Some
choose hybrid. Some choose virtual. #otalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@BillWongOT @NikkiDanielsOT I wonder if @theRCOT are considering the same...also, well done on getting AOTA in there four times in that tweet & -  That's good
going! #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT I'm always saying in the office 'I'm getting my geek on' when I find interesting articles to read…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @NikkiDanielsOT I'm motivated by wanting to improve patient experience. When covid hit, our face to face groups stopped so I s…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @Amie_OT: @NikkiDanielsOT I'm motivated by wanting to improve patient experience. When covid hit, our face to face groups stopped so I s…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT I agreed- there is a place for digital CPD however sometimes you need the face: face and '…

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
@NikkiDanielsOT The ease and availability of online events, made it possible for me to engage, even from a hospital bed. #otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@BillWongOT @NikkiDanielsOT I think sometimes going back to basics and having a chat is more effective than some of the courses and training sessions I've done in
the past #otalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@OTalk_ Being reassured that CPD is about continuous learning that takes place throughout our working and non-working lives, and that it's not all about going on
training courses #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT @Sade_OT These topics sound amazing! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT Yes- I prefer in person when possible. I need opportunities to build bridges for my future CPD work. #otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @annekeen55: @OTalk_ Being reassured that CPD is about continuous learning that takes place throughout our working and non-working lives…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT I'm a nerd. so I think I would have done my own learning regardless! I found that sharing my learning with my team is a good motivator as they have
really valued the learning and it's a good way to summarise the learning and how it's relevant - perfect for the portfolio! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@NikkiDanielsOT I (@Kirstie_OT) like to also engage in CPD thats not specific to my job role. It helps to feel connected to my profession & its trajectory but also
understand wider issues that might be affecting people, know where to sign post to etc #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Yes, sometimes stopping to think 'Why do we do it this way?' can spark a chain of learning events #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT The Volunteer Leadership Development Committee is a pretty important AOTA body, for those of you who are NOT
familiar with how AOTA works. #otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT Totally there with you, however think I bored the team at times with research and facts and the 'did you know...' #otalk

Heather @TweetH21
@OTalk_ #OTalk Yes, many CPD seminars have been held online (due to Covid). I think webinars are a really cost-effective way to provide CPD training%

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @BillWongOT @NikkiDanielsOT I think sometimes going back to basics and having a chat is more effective than some of the course…

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT I agree!! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT It's a pretty fast chat- 7-8 questions on designated topic for participants to engage in throughout the hour. #otalk
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Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
@Amie_OT @RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT OT Nerds unite! #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ I also think Twitter has been a great way to access CPD opportunities and to network with people #otalk. It’s allowing me to build on skill set and consider life-
long learning. @NikkiDanielsOT

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TweetH21: @OTalk_ #OTalk Yes, many CPD seminars have been held online (due to Covid). I think webinars are a really cost-effective way…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT Don't let it bother you haha! I'm constantly doing this! #Otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT @Kirstie_OT I think this is where I fall down a little, now I'm in a specialist role I seem to focus on that and less on keeping up to date with the
profession itself, if that makes sense. #otalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@Amie_OT @RebeccaCus I'm sure they are secretly thanking you for it! #Otalk Well done for creating the culture in which we share our learning and useful resources!
Bring it on! #Otalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
OK, so following on from this, Question 4, what are your top tips to incorporating CPD activities into your working life? Or put another way, what everyday working life
activities do you consider to be CPD? #Otalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT I have a real passion for recruiting our younger generation into the profession and trust. I try and do as many sessions for @InspiringTF as well as
talks to every OT cohort doing placement with @OxfordHealthNHS . Great CPD for me and I beneficial for the profession too #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TweetH21 @OTalk_ and also cost effective for #otadvocacy, too. I am spending $250 USD across all 3 TEDx events I am organizing this year. I am keeping every
virtual operation in house to cut down cost! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT I have a real passion for recruiting our younger generation into the profession and trust. I try and d…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: @Amie_OT @RebeccaCus I'm sure they are secretly thanking you for it! #Otalk Well done for creating the culture in which…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT It really has done in my experience and has on one occasion ended in service development and better MDT working, there's power in asking questions
#otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: OK, so following on from this, Question 4, what are your top tips to incorporating CPD activities into your working lif…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @Kirstie_OT For sure, esp when in a new role you get in that “bubble” dont you, finding your feet & place. I find at times of pressure its
nice to dip outside, helps to feel like its not just you exp this & see the wider picture & impact of what youre doing. #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT YES! As long as we can have appropriately nerdy badges for those 'in the gang' &  #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT A4. My work in AOTA's Volunteer Leadership Development Committee has been very beneficial experience for my MSOT students to learn in their
leadership class. Many of them had not much ideas of the awards AOTA give out every year! #otalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@Amie_OT @OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT @Kirstie_OT Its hard particularly when demands are so great at work BUT whatever you're developing for your speciality is
going to naturally support the profession #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4… #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT @Amie_OT This is what I am aiming for - creating a culture of constant learning. I saw a quote recently: "Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at
20 or 80..." Henry Ford #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT A4. And for me to organize TEDx events, I am setting a strong example for my MSOT students to see in terms of advocacy is concerned, especially
when they learn that I am the only person in the OT world who is taking on the challenge. #otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Question 4… #OTalk https://t.co/c1hcjzdx85

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT @Amie_OT This is what I am aiming for - creating a culture of constant learning. I saw a quote recently: "A…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Amie_OT @CeeCeeOT @NikkiDanielsOT Ohhh I can see it on Etsy already! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @Amie_OT @OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT @Kirstie_OT Its hard particularly when demands are so great at work BUT whatever you'…

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT I think that most things we do can be counted as CPD. For me it is, talking to @theRCOT members, members of the public, colleagues; attending
meetings; answering @EnquiriesRCOT; providing line management supervision, creating resources, basically everything! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @NikkiDanielsOT It really has done in my experience and has on one occasion ended in service development and better MDT workin…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Half way through tonights #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55. Thanks for all your participation & sharing so far. https://t.co/wb1rrZtWOZ

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT I think we need to remember that specific courses and conferences are great...but do we remember to reflect on these and incorporate what we've
learnt into everyday practise? Do we remember to share it between our colleagues within OT and across professions? /1 #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@OTalk_ I’ve downloaded an app so I do if there and then. I think I always did CPD (we all do!) but recording it is an issue. I’ve been selected for audit this year and feel
in a much better place knowing it’s all there, recorded! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I like to reflect on my role within meetings and also on my everyday decision making. I find John’s model of reflection really helpful as it ‘forces’ me to think about
emotions, both my own and others. It’s a great way to learn from everyday work activities #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@RebeccaCus @Amie_OT Great quote. Everyday is a school day Rebecca, so many opportunities in our profession to learn and develop #OTalk

Heather @TweetH21
@OTalk_ #OTalk Setting desired learning outcomes with a deadline, then scheduling time to meet them in my electronic calendar, tracking & recording progress on a
Excel spreadsheet and keeping a reflective log... also, hiring an independent supervisor keeps me accountable/

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT @Amie_OT This is what I am aiming for - creating a culture of constant learning. I saw a quote recently: "A…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@annekeen55 @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT @EnquiriesRCOT and also mentoring OT students and practitioners in CPD. Mentoring is a 2 way street. #payitforward
#otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT I think we need to remember that specific courses and conferences are great...but do we remember to re…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TweetH21: @OTalk_ #OTalk Setting desired learning outcomes with a deadline, then scheduling time to meet them in my electronic calendar…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@RebeccaCus @Amie_OT @CeeCeeOT I'm in! #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @jaynethill: @OTalk_ I’ve downloaded an app so I do if there and then. I think I always did CPD (we all do!) but recording it is an issu…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
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@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT Love the quote #otalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @annekeen55: @NikkiDanielsOT I think that most things we do can be counted as CPD. For me it is, talking to @theRCOT members, members o…

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT Sometimes I think we need to go back to basics of reflections (and writing up) and discussion between peers (and writing up) sometimes has more
weight and is more beneficial /2 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TweetH21 @OTalk_ or sometimes- being placed in a formal mentoring program can help, too. @OTDiversity has a great program in place for practitioners or students
who need formal mentorship. #otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@jaynethill @OTalk_ What app is this, sounds great! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@jaynethill Seen this alot with my Team. I ran a session on recognising learning/CPD & easy ways to record so if the time came they have a starting point #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT Sometimes I think we need to go back to basics of reflections (and writing up) and discussion between…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
A view from the fields while participating in #OTalk - reflective learning and cpd https://t.co/4aKzoU6i40

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT I read that we should write reflections when we feel there is something we could learn from a situation. I feel that if we embrace the fact that we're
never going to be perfect, we can reflect on everything we do! #OTalk

Rachel Ravey McLoughlin OT" !  @RachelRaveyMcOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT Sometimes I think we need to go back to basics of reflections (and writing up) and discussion between…

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: A view from the fields while participating in #OTalk - reflective learning and cpd https://t.co/4aKzoU6i40

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Lets move on to think about how we evidence the effects of CPD. Question 5: Who do you consider to be service users and how have you shown that CPD activities
have benefited them? #Otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TweetH21 @OTalk_ and for me, I am actually pretty independent now in managing my CPD. I do an annual SWOT analysis and identify the areas I need to improve.
My mentors don't intervene much now because they know I am self-directed. #otalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@OTalk_ @jaynethill It doesn't have to be complicated! #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT So true! Sometimes the simple things are most effective #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT I read that we should write reflections when we feel there is something we could learn from a situation. I…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 5… #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT @Amie_OT I even learnt today that there is a way I can navigate the system we use much faster. I am able to reflect that this new knowledge enables
me to streamline my documentation without cutting corners and allocate my time to more meaningful tasks #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Lets move on to think about how we evidence the effects of CPD. Question 5: Who do you consider to be service users and…
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Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT We naturally complicate things when actually I do most of my reflecting when I'm driving so make notes on my laptop which I can write up
when I get chance (don't get me wrong, sometimes they stay at notes 0 ) We don't always need to spend hours doing CPD #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTalk_: @jaynethill Seen this alot with my Team. I ran a session on recognising learning/CPD & easy ways to record so if the time came…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT We naturally complicate things when actually I do most of my reflecting when I'm driving so m…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Check out our 5 minute reflection tools on our website. Great way to quickly capture that learning #Otalk @theRCOT https://t.co/PjDDmRwxGN

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT @The_HCPC count service users as anyone we come into contact with who receives any service or intervention from us; therefore, my service users
are @theRCOT members #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@jaynethill @OTalk_ I think I'll be downloading that later 1  #otalk

Nadia Mahar @nmahar786
@jaynethill @OTalk_ Yes that sound great #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT I just informally designate a time before I register for AOTA conference every year to map out my CPD plans for the
following year. (I usually register first minute.) I will only need pen and paper to see if my actions are financially and/or logistically feasible. #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT Exactly! A reflection can just be: Before I thought this... I learnt this... Now I'm going to use my new knowledge to... I feel there is a
resistance toward "formal" reflections a lot of the time. #OTalk

Heather @TweetH21
@OTalk_ #OTalk If you have to commute to work, listen to podcasts during the trip. Also dedicate a specific day & time weekly for CPD activities... and stick to it 2

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
When I was selected for audit a few years ago I included cards that I had received from patients, colleagues, students etc where they specifically mentioned how and
where my input had made a difference for them.

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Check out our 5 minute reflection tools on our website. Great way to quickly capture that learning #Otalk @theRCOT http…

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @annekeen55: @NikkiDanielsOT @The_HCPC count service users as anyone we come into contact with who receives any service or intervention…

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@KatrinaBaldryOT @OTalk_ Agree… a lot of stuff I realised I would have done anyway….. for my job! Helps me, helps the patient #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Me too!! Don't forget that as our service users, @annekeen55 and I can be contacted @TheRCOT to help support your Professional Development and Professional
Practice needs #Otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT I think sometimes remembering you don't need to take hours and it can be notes, that may be enough to have meaning for you or
job a memory to write about later #otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT Exactly! A reflection can just be: Before I thought this... I learnt this... Now I'm going…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@NikkiDanielsOT A5. For the last few years, I have been trying to build relationships with OT researchers with similar interests to see if I can be on their research teams.
I intentionally articulated my CPD goals to them. #otalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT For me this comes in 2 parts- 1) As a clinician; 2) As a manger. Easier to evidence effects as CPD as a manager as I regularly ask for feedback from
my team and other managers. Clinically, personal accolades are beneficial and I save for my PDR/ Portfolio #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @NikkiDanielsOT For me this comes in 2 parts- 1) As a clinician; 2) As a manger. Easier to evidence effects as CPD as…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT I think sometimes remembering you don't need to take hours and it can be notes, that may be e…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TweetH21: @OTalk_ #OTalk If you have to commute to work, listen to podcasts during the trip. Also dedicate a specific day & time weekl…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Ditto! Sometimes I dictate my reflections through my phone (hands free of course) when I’m driving home to capture the freshness of my reflections #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@preston_jenny Great idea Jenny. Our team had compliment slips that service users could fill out and often service users posted useful feedback on social media 

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Yes! professional.enquiries@rcot.co.uk #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@BillWongOT @KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT Great idea #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk https://t.co/R4WYpNWVyp

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT Exactly! A reflection can just be: Before I thought this... I learnt this... Now I'm going…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@NikkiDanielsOT For me it’s about the passion I have for the profession and I want to share that with those I teach in my practice and lecturing role. CPD should be part
of everything we do! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT A5. And to be honest, from 2014-2019, I have been doing homework on the individuals I should explore collaborating with. Some may see that I am
splurging. But, I am doing so with a purpose! #otalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Do we need to be braver in asking our service users in clinical practice for feedback? #Otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@preston_jenny I've done this with notes, never thought of using it for cpd too! #otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT Agree #OTalk reflection is powerful toolkit - it’s just how we record!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Amie_OT @KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT well- because I am a high roller at OT conferences. Aside from 2020 and 2021, I think I spent at least $8000 USD per
year on conferences-related trips since 2014. #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@NikkiDanielsOT Yes, but for genuine feedback with intent to use that purposefully #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT I have a cool purple folder with sections for different topics, as recommended by @katie_crowfoot! I write all of my course/webinar notes & reflect in a
specific notebook, and I have a paper and electronic diary. If I miss anything it's because I haven't made a note!#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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RT @EmmaLairdOT: @NikkiDanielsOT For me it’s about the passion I have for the profession and I want to share that with those I teach in my…

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT Have discussed this at length with colleagues and we do have formal paperwork that we ask to be completed HOWEVER unless the patient names
you specifically, its all anonymous so difficult to pinpoint to you. Also have to be mindful of sensitive situations (eg EOL etc) /1 #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Some good examples #OTalk 3

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT I worked with a community dementia team running a young onset group and spent time looking at research to tailor group activities, eg I looked at
relationship difficulties in young onset and ran a group about hand massaging and the benefits of non-verbal communication #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@NikkiDanielsOT Its how we are asking that i find is the problem. We use an app, on our tiny work phones. We either have to give them our phone to complete (not
allowed during CV19) or read the questions to them & type them (very awkward & unlikely to get constructive criticism/feedback) #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@NikkiDanielsOT It also would help if patients didn't refer to you as 'the nurse' or 'the physio' - (obviously I LOVE our wonderful nurses and other AHPS) greater
understanding of our profession is still required! /2 #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@preston_jenny Definitely, that's the next step #Otalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Some good examples #OTalk 3  https://t.co/FOJwNrG0tD

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
I'm really interested to hear your thoughts on this one. Question 6: How can we ensure that CPD activities have contributed to the quality of practice and service delivery
and how can we demonstrate or evidence the contribution made? #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Heading into our last 10 minutes of tonights #OTalk. Any final thoughts or take home messages? https://t.co/9DGcUzo4Sd

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@EmmaLairdOT @NikkiDanielsOT So true and it is for me, I often reflect on things but have been awful at keeping a physical log or evidence of what I've done. It's more
the documenting that I am not so good at, than the doing #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 6… #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT We all use services (training, learning, working, as patients) I'm a service user. My MDT are service users. My colleagues are service users. My
student is a service user. And my patients are service users. We all benefit from learning and sharing knowledge. #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: I'm really interested to hear your thoughts on this one. Question 6: How can we ensure that CPD activities have contrib…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: I'm really interested to hear your thoughts on this one. Question 6: How can we ensure that CPD activities have contrib…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@OTalk_ I can't find the 'head plants desk' emoji #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
During these times, it is a good idea to find someone you are compatible with that can also help one another be accountable for each other's CPD goals. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT We all use services (training, learning, working, as patients) I'm a service user. My MDT are service users…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KatrinaBaldryOT @NikkiDanielsOT Yes, tiny phones & tech for older adults not always helpful #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT Personally, I do. I've always gone by the 'no news is good news' theory but haven't often asked for direct feedback of the good and the bad to improve
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learning. I've mostly reflected on situations alone. #otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@NikkiDanielsOT This is the tricky part. We need to be ensuring that practice is evidence based but we need the time and space to implement change. #otalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT @katie_crowfoot So organised! #otalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
I think many of this will find this a challenge. I've seen some great examples of spider diagrams and using voice recordings as quick ways of capturing those reflective
thoughts #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT If I stop advocating for the importance of CPD, I might suffer from the lack of passion for learning in the future. We might lose free CPD opportunities,
educators might not take on students, current OTs might stop reading the latest research. #OTalk

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@EmmaLairdOT @NikkiDanielsOT It's the time and space that's the hardest to find most of the time #otalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT using outcome measures, client satisfaction surveys, engagement in occupations, reflective practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT A6. Now I will switch gear to talk about my role as uni instructor. As a thesis advisor, I need to explore topics for research that are timely and relevant
for autistic elderly. I know I am less than 15 years away according to some definitions! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @annekeen55: @NikkiDanielsOT using outcome measures, client satisfaction surveys, engagement in occupations, reflective practice #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@OTalk_ I try to ensure that when I've completed a CPD activity or a task at work that I've learnt from, I try to reflect and demonstrate how this will improve my practice.
When I then use said task in practise, then reflect again. Not the most measurable way but it kind of works #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @EmmaLairdOT @NikkiDanielsOT It's the time and space that's the hardest to find most of the time #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT If I stop advocating for the importance of CPD, I might suffer from the lack of passion for learning in the…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT I'm loving all these creative ways to keep records, I'm going to have to try a few out #otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@NikkiDanielsOT I constantly talk to children, young peole and their families, as well as colleagues to discuss new ways of working and how I implement my learning in
practice. I also think there are many other factors that impact in this being achieved in services! #otalk

Heather @TweetH21
@OTalk_ #OTalk Assess your current quality of practice & service delivery, select areas for improvement using best evidence as a guide, choose outcome measures,
plan your CPD activities accordingly, review & evaluate progress and outcomes, record it...

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Good advice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT For my CPD since last summer, I am glad I am involved in AOTA's Volunteer Leadership Development Committee. A side benefit of the
role- vetting people for AOTA awards provided me an opportunity to how I would have measured up if I applied! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TweetH21: @OTalk_ #OTalk Assess your current quality of practice & service delivery, select areas for improvement using best evidence a…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @NikkiDanielsOT I constantly talk to children, young peole and their families, as well as colleagues to discuss new ways o…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @OTalk_ I try to ensure that when I've completed a CPD activity or a task at work that I've learnt from, I try to refl…
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Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Wow, our time is nearly up. Last question, If you’ve not been called for audit this time around (or even if you have), what are you going to do now in case you are called
next time? What are your CPD resolutions? How can RCOT support you with these resolutions? #Otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
The challenge is in demonstrating our individual contribution to change and improvement for audit. It can be as simple as reflecting how you felt about a revised way of
working, did it feel more effective, was it more efficient #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @preston_jenny: The challenge is in demonstrating our individual contribution to change and improvement for audit. It can be as simple…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
I wonder, who considers watching TV shows, films, or listening to music which is of interest to our service users as CPD? I feel this is a valuable, and often forgotten,
form of CPD. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Last question in before the buzzer… #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Wow, our time is nearly up. Last question, If you’ve not been called for audit this time around (or even if you have),…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NikkiDanielsOT I have been audited once in the USA for my state licensure. I personally have nothing to worry about because I usually do a good job meeting the
requirements. #otalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@NikkiDanielsOT I'm going to prepare by reading https://t.co/d4CE11KGfg https://t.co/cZOReXQ5mC #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @RebeccaCus: I wonder, who considers watching TV shows, films, or listening to music which is of interest to our service users as CPD? I…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@preston_jenny Capturing these conversation and comments. Consider the impact and what’s right for one person isn’t always right for the next person. We need to
person-centred. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Also if you are changing practice based on a research paper for example then hopefully the authors will have already told you how that will improve your practice 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @preston_jenny Capturing these conversation and comments. Consider the impact and what’s right for one person isn’t always…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@NikkiDanielsOT My CPD resolution is to attempt to keep a more effective log of what I have been doing and what I've learnt. I will be looking at @theRCOT
on CPD and I need to look again at the #careerdevelopmentframework to identify areas to focus on #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT Well, just today I decided I need to buy more folders... One for every year. Is colour coding it too much? I'm thinking a rainbow? #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@NikkiDanielsOT #OTalk I think social media and access to webinars, professional discussions like this have really made a impact on my learning professionally. I would
never had thought of Twitter as a forum to help me develop my knowledge and skills pre-covid!

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@RebeccaCus Surely CPD is any sort of activity completed to develop our own skills and knowledge to improve our own practice. #otalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @annekeen55: @NikkiDanielsOT I'm going to prepare by reading https://t.co/d4CE11KGfg https://t.co/cZOReXQ5mC #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@RebeccaCus @NikkiDanielsOT Sounds great to me 4  #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
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@Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Same here! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Even situations out of work context can impact on our learning when it can be applied to practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @RebeccaCus Surely CPD is any sort of activity completed to develop our own skills and knowledge to improve our own practice.…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RosFrench1: @NikkiDanielsOT #OTalk I think social media and access to webinars, professional discussions like this have really made a i…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well thats our official #OTalk hour up. Please do keep chatting as we dont grab the chat transcript for another few days. Thanks to @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55
being our hosts tonight. https://t.co/ColzPFsI8y

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Thank you so much to everyone for your engagement tonight. Remember to check out the CPD resources on our website, Anne and I can be contacted via email and we
also happy to engage on twitter #Otalk 1/2

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT Planning on printing certificates/saving in shared drive as soon as I receive them. Trying to find them in my emails this year was... interesting... Also
planning on continuing my current behaviour of jumping on any education opportunities which spark my interest! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RosFrench1 @NikkiDanielsOT True- I have been following hashtags of the major OT conferences around the globe since 2015. Twitter is a valuable tool if used
properly. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Amie_OT: @NikkiDanielsOT My CPD resolution is to attempt to keep a more effective log of what I have been doing and what I've learnt. I…

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT It's been a pleasure #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT Planning on printing certificates/saving in shared drive as soon as I receive them. Trying to find them in…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@CeeCeeOT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT I need to have a network or use twitter more to keep myself accountable and on track with my cpd #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Dont forget participating in or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Be sure to complete your reflective log to help evidence your learning
https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN

#OTalk @OTalk_
Do you have some learning to share? Read an interesting article? Want to garner views of the #OTalk community? They why not apply to host your own chat. More info
via the website https://t.co/joeETPbOJo

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
Tonight’s #OTalk has given me plenty of things to consider re CPD and how to record it.

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT @annekeen55 Thank you all for a great #otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
Thank you #otalk for a fabulous session! Really thought provoking and to @NikkiDanielsOT for hosting- inspiring to connect more with RCOT

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@jaynethill Thought of it because my partner is watching a docuseries on castles. Realised if I have any patients with this as a special interest I would be ON IT with that
rapport building! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would like to see from @theRCOT
forward & how you can get involved. https://t.co/o7QfuO49GZ

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
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@OTalk_ Thanks for the log #otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
@Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Now I have a supervisory role, I think I’ll use that to encourage CPD recording and also to spur myself into doing it more. I
plan to allocate one afternoon a month to it #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
This is @Kirstie_OT signing off. Good night all & thanks again for joining in with tonights #OTalk. See you next week to do it all again with @SteveGFord. (
https://t.co/o4Q1QgP4Q2

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Thank you so much to everyone for your engagement tonight. Remember to check out the CPD resources on our website, Anne…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @OTalk_: Well thats our official #OTalk hour up. Please do keep chatting as we dont grab the chat transcript for another few days. Thank…

Amie Jayne!  @Amie_OT
@CeeCeeOT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Great idea! I'm now the only OT in a generic role so even more need to ensure I keep track of my own cpd to keep up to
date with the profession #otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@NikkiDanielsOT Some of these things I’ve accessed but it’s about finding out what works for each individual. Great to have some resources especially for NQT who
need some guidance and support in contributing to their profession. #otalk @NikkiDanielsOT

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Thank you so much to everyone for your engagement tonight. Remember to check out the CPD resources on our website, Anne…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Amie_OT @CeeCeeOT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT For me in my uni role, a yearly portfolio is required for all faculty members. That sure helped me to become
organized and accountable. #otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
@BillWongOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT That’s understandable! I bet that helps you keep on track #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Also, watch this space! The Professional Development Team @theRCOT will be coming to Twitter very soon. Watch this space for more details. The team are really
looking forward to engaging with occupational therapists to continue to support your CPD #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT I am at about 12 pages for my CV. My "goal" is to be at 25-30 pages long at least when my career is all set and
done... lol! #otalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Also, watch this space! The Professional Development Team @theRCOT will be coming to Twitter very soon. Watch this spa…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@RebeccaCus @OTalk_ Oh, I'm saving this one! #Otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OTalk_ CPD isn't actually as difficult as it seems. Recognising what we have done as CPD seems to be the thing which gets people stuck. As well, ensuring you use
what you learn and document how you've used it is super important! #OTalk

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @OTalk_ CPD isn't actually as difficult as it seems. Recognising what we have done as CPD seems to be the thing which gets…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@Beverle45134546 Great feedback Beverley, I am so pleased you found it useful #Otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@NikkiDanielsOT It would be good to have a process (like Creek's OT process or a reflection tool): > Identify need to improve/ Awareness of gap in knowledge > Identify
learning opportunity (webinar / reflection / (in)formal learning) > Summarise learning and identify use in practice #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT It would be good to have a process (like Creek's OT process or a reflection tool): > Identify need to impro…

Carolyn OT $  @CeeCeeOT
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RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT It would be good to have a process (like Creek's OT process or a reflection tool): > Identify need to impro…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @NikkiDanielsOT It would be good to have a process (like Creek's OT process or a reflection tool): > Identify need to impro…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT I got to 6 pages for my CPD list and I don't think it's fully finished! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT I got a chance to go through people applying for AOTA's Eleanor Clarke Slagle lectureship
award (US's equivalent to Casson lecture) last summer. The applicants' CV's made me star-struck. #otalk https://t.co/B33Bn3bAiG

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AutisticPb and sometimes it's just the matter of finding answers! #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@jaynethill @BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Absolutely! #OTalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
Were very pleased to have @SteveGFord with us next week for his first #OTalk since starting as CEO of @theRCOT. Be sure to check out the blog ⬇  & join us on
Tuesday to “Launch a Conversation”.

Bethany!  @BethjmOT
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@jaynethill @BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Hmm, I'm not sure that there's a "right amount" to do. To be honest the majority of
my CPD list is required training for my job which improves my practice as it ensures I am following Trust policy. #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@jaynethill @BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Then it's just a matter of documenting what you do actually do - in house training you
receive, supervision sessions, reflective practice sessions, clinical case discussions all count! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @jaynethill @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT I think the "right amount" will have to be defined by your career long term goals. If
you have aspirations to be a fellow for RCOT, you may have to tailor your plans towards that ASAP. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @jaynethill @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT Like for me in the USA, I am aware of what FAOTA distinction in since I was a
student. This is a career end goal I want to achieve. Before last summer, I have been asking people if I was on the right track, even though I am still less than 10 years
from being qualified. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@jaynethill @RebeccaCus @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT I think an advice I can give is- what are your career visions? Also, based on what
you have done so far, do you think you are there yet? If you don't think that you are, what actions steps you want to achieve and when are you realistically expected to
achieve them? #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were very pleased to have @SteveGFord with us next week for his first #OTalk since starting as CEO of @theRCOT. Be sure to…

T Fiddes @TFiddes1
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were very pleased to have @SteveGFord with us next week for his first #OTalk since starting as CEO of @theRCOT. Be sure to…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @jaynethill @CeeCeeOT @Amie_OT @NikkiDanielsOT @theRCOT https://t.co/j5ndNAeZR3 And this is a list I am referring to in a previous tweet. I
know in the USA, roughly 1% of USA-based occupational therapists get this kind of distinction. #otalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Looking forward to tonight's #Otalk Hope you can join myself and @annekeen55 at 8pm to discuss CPD in Covid times

lisa ledger @LLedger1
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were very pleased to have @SteveGFord with us next week for his first #OTalk since starting as CEO of @theRCOT. Be sure to…

Nat Jones @natlouj
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…
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Ros French @RosFrench1
@NikkiDanielsOT #OTalk I have attended so many webinars and virtual training sessions and networked with so many people that I wouldn’t have been able to before
Covid - popping to Canada, Leeds, Australia and Manchester in the evening or daytime learning and sharing knowledge and resources

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 6  !  ,  $  @SLawsonOT
Sorry couldn't join in last night's. I'll be carrying on the #OTalk CPD chat on 31 August 2021 3

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @SLawsonOT: Sorry couldn't join in last night's. I'll be carrying on the #OTalk CPD chat on 31 August 2021 3

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
#Otalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were very pleased to have @SteveGFord with us next week for his first #OTalk since starting as CEO of @theRCOT. Be sure to…

Dr Alison Porter-Armstrong @AlisonA13414330
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…

Jo Watson @JoWatson22
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were very pleased to have @SteveGFord with us next week for his first #OTalk since starting as CEO of @theRCOT. Be sure to…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…

Dr Gemma Wells @GemmaOTPhD
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Taking a few minutes out over coffee this morning to reflect on hosting #Otalk last night. Lots of learning to share with my Professional Development Team colleagues
from hearing about our service users CPD experiences and creative approaches https://t.co/RWch2t8eQh

Professor Alison Laver-Fawcett @alisonlaverfaw
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…

Bournemouth Uni OT @Bournemouth_OT
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…

MOTION Research @MOT1ON_Research
RT @OTalk_: We will be back again next week for another #OTalk. This time with @SteveGFord & we shall be chatting about what members would…

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
@House_OT @smileyfacehalo Fancy hosting an #otalk on the subject @OTalk_

Ms Rachel Booth "  @OT_rach
@smileyfacehalo @House_OT @OTalk_ Fabulous you can apply here https://t.co/Rbl5IDrbfX looking in the diary the next available dates are 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th
November 14th of Dec or next year 7  how are we already thinking of booking for next year!!! #OTalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
You can also join in Tuesdays #OTalk where we will be discussing the themes from @SteveGFord #TalkToSteve sessions. (  @theRCOT

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @Kirstie_OT: You can also join in Tuesdays #OTalk where we will be discussing the themes from @SteveGFord #TalkToSteve sessions. (  @the…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
RT @Kirstie_OT: You can also join in Tuesdays #OTalk where we will be discussing the themes from @SteveGFord #TalkToSteve sessions. (  @the…

K-OT (she, her) !  @kalessandram
RT @Kirstie_OT: You can also join in Tuesdays #OTalk where we will be discussing the themes from @SteveGFord #TalkToSteve sessions. (  @the…
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Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
Were now taking bookings from November (  #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan $  #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were very pleased to have @SteveGFord with us next week for his first #OTalk since starting as CEO of @theRCOT. Be sure to…

Dr Katrina Bannigan $  #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SLawsonOT: Sorry couldn't join in last night's. I'll be carrying on the #OTalk CPD chat on 31 August 2021 3

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
RT @Kirstie_OT: You can also join in Tuesdays #OTalk where we will be discussing the themes from @SteveGFord #TalkToSteve sessions. (  @the…

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were now taking bookings from November (  #OTalk

Jo Watson @JoWatson22
RT @Kirstie_OT: You can also join in Tuesdays #OTalk where we will be discussing the themes from @SteveGFord #TalkToSteve sessions. (  @the…

Dr Gemma Wells @GemmaOTPhD
RT @Kirstie_OT: Were now taking bookings from November (  #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Really interesting #OTalk coming up next week with @SteveGFord of the @theRCOT. Must make a note to tune in to this one @OTalk_ https://t.co/Ptiw8w5NxU

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
RT @preston_jenny: Really interesting #OTalk coming up next week with @SteveGFord of the @theRCOT. Must make a note to tune in to this one…

Jo Watson @JoWatson22
RT @preston_jenny: Really interesting #OTalk coming up next week with @SteveGFord of the @theRCOT. Must make a note to tune in to this one…
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